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Abstract
We propose a λ-calculus-style formal language, called the µ-syntax, as a lightweight repre-
sentation of the structure of cyclic operads. We illustrate the rewriting methods behind the
formalism by giving a complete step-by-step proof of the equivalence between the unbiased
and biased definitions of cyclic operads.
Introduction
In the spirit of recent years’ movement in bringing closer mathematics and computer science
communities through formalisation of mathematics, this paper proposes a λ-calculus-style formal
language, called the µ-syntax, as a lightweight representation of the cyclic operad structure.
The name and the language of the µ-syntax formalism were motivated by another formal
syntactical tool, the µµ˜-subsystem of the λµµ˜-calculus, presented by Curien and Herbelin in
[CH00]. In their paper, programs are described by means of expressions called commands, of
the form
〈µβ.c1 | µ˜x.c2〉,
which exhibit a computation as the result of an interaction between a term µβ.c1 and an eval-
uation context µ˜x.c2, together with a symmetric reduction system
c2[µβ.c1/x]←− 〈µβ.c1 | µ˜x.c2〉 −→ c1[µ˜x.c2/β],
accounting for the symmetry of calling mechanisms in programming languages. In our syntac-
tical approach, we follow this idea and view operadic composition as such a program, i.e. as an
interaction between two operations f and g, where f provides an input x (selected with µ˜) for
the output β of g (marked with µ). By moving this concept to the entries-only framework of
cyclic operads [Mar16, Definition 48], in which an operation, instead of having inputs and an
output, now has only entries, and can be composed with another operation along any of them,
the input/output distinction of the µµ˜-subsystem goes away, leading to the existence of a single
binding operator µ, whose purpose is to select the entries of two operations which are to be
connected in this interaction.
Concretely, the pattern 〈µx. |µy. 〉 encodes the partial composition operation (−)x◦y(−).
Hence, from the tree-wise perspective, 〈µx. |µy. 〉 encodes the unrooted tree obtained by
grafting two unrooted trees along entries (or half-edges, or flags) x and y. For those combi-
natorially oriented, this construction (and, in particular, the syntactic concept of binding) can
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also be seen in terms of differentiation of species of Joyal [J81], as a mapping ∂S · ∂S → S,
where ∂S is the derivative of the species S and · denotes the product of species. In fact, in
[O17], cyclic operads are defined internally to the category of species by using precisely this
mapping, and an equivalence with the representation by means of individual composition op-
erations (−)x◦y(−) (and, therefore, with 〈µx. |µy. 〉) is set up. In addition to commands
of the form 〈µx. |µy. 〉, which describe partial grafting of two unrooted trees, the µ-syntax
features another kind of commands, whose shape is (−){µx. , . . . , µy. }, and which describe
simultaneous grafting of unrooted trees. Such a command encodes the unrooted tree obtained
by grafting to all the entries of the corolla (−) the unrooted trees within the brackets, along
their respective entries bound by µ. Therefore, the command (−){µx. , . . . , µy. } is to the
command 〈µx. |µy. 〉 what the original notion of simultaneous operadic composition of [M72]
is to the notion of partial operadic composition of [MSS02], in the framework of cyclic operads.
The equations of the µ-syntax identify different constructions on unrooted trees that should
be regarded as being the same, and the µ-syntax in whole is easilly mapped to the algebraic
formalism of cyclic operads.
The advantage of the µ-syntax over the usual “mathematical” definitions of cyclic operads
is tangible from two perspectives. On one hand, if one lays down the two usual ways of defining
cyclic operads, the biased way (resulting in definitions via generators and relations [GK95, The-
orem 2.2], [Mar16, Definition 48]), and the unbiased way (leading to the definition via monads
[GK95, Definition 2.1]), one would argue that these look quite formidable. This is due to the
underlying intricate combinatorial structure of unrooted trees. The commands of the µ-syntax
play the role of trees, but with the benefit of being rather simple in-line formulas. Accordingly,
the equations of the µ-syntax make a crisp representaion of the cumbersome laws of the com-
position of cyclic operads. Summed up, the µ-syntax makes the long story short(er).
On the other hand, in the spirit of Leibniz’s characteristica universalis and calculus ratioci-
nator, the usefulness of the µ-syntax arises when the question about the completeness, rigour
and formalisability of mathematical proofs is asked. This especially concerns long and involved
proofs, which are common in operad theory. Such a proof is, for example, the proof of the
equivalence between the biased and unbiased definitions of cyclic operads, which is a well-known
result (cf. [GK95, Theorem 2.2], [KW17, Section 5], [Man99, Section 4.2]). The above re-
quirements, typically asked for in computer science, reflect through out syntactical proof of this
equivalence, as follows. The formalisability property is met here by fixing a universal syntactic
language in which the proof is presented. The internal structural patterns of this language are
convenient for describing in a step-by-step fashion the transitions involved in this proof. In
order to meet the rigour requirement, all the involved structures are spelled out in detail. In
particular, the correct treatment of the identities of the appropriate monad structure is given.
Finally, as required by the completeness property, the proof that the laws satisfied by an algebra
over the monad indeed come down to the axioms from the biased definition, is explicitly given.
We shall make a syntactic reformulation of the monad of unrooted trees figuring in the unbiased
definition, which, together with the µ-syntax, makes a syntactic framework well-suited for a
complete step-by-step proof of the equivalence.
Layout. In Section 1, we recall the biased entries-only definition [Mar16, Definition 48] and
the unbiased definition [GK95, Definition 2.1] of cyclic operads. For the latter definition, this
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involves a syntactic reformulation and a detailed description of the monad of unrooted trees.
The section finishes with the statement of the theorem that expresses the equivalence between
the two definitions. Section 2 will be devoted to the introduction and analysis of the µ-syntax.
In Section 3, we employ the µ-syntax in crafting the proof of the equivalence from Section 1.
Notation and conventions. About cyclic operads. This paper is about non-skeletal set-based
cyclic operads. Non-skeletality means that the entries of operations are labeled by arbitrary finite
sets, rather than by natural numbers (as done in the skeletal approach). This is just a matter
of convenience and a practice coming from computer science: we prefer the non-skeletal setting
because we prefer formulas with “named” (rather than “numbered”) variables, and we chose
to work in Set (rather than in an arbitrary symmetric monoidal category) only to be able to
(correctly) speak about operadic operations in terms of elements. We assume the existence of
operadic units.
About finite sets and bijections. Conforming to the computer science practice, in this paper
we assume that a sufficiently large universe of finite sets is fixed (denumerable is enough). Union
will always be the ordinary union of already disjoint sets. For disjoint finite sets X and Y , X∪Y
shall stand for the union of X and Y . For a bijection σ : X ′ → X and Y ⊆ X, we shall denote
with σ|Y the corestriction of σ on σ−1(Y ). For y 6∈ X ∪ X ′, we denote with σy the bijection
σy : X
′ ∪ {y} → X ∪ {y}, defined as σ on X ′, and such that σy(y) = y. If σ(x
′) = x, we denote
with σy/x
′
the bijection defined in the same way as σ, except that, instead of x′, it contains
y in its domain (the inverse image of x now being y). If τ : Y ′ → Y is a bijection such that
X ′ ∩ Y ′ = X ∩ Y = ∅, then σ ∪ τ : X ′ ∪ Y ′ → X ∪ Y denotes the bijection defined as σ on X ′
and as τ on Y ′. Finally, if κ : X\{x} ∪ {x′} → X is the identity on X\{x} and κ(x′) = x, we
say that κ renames x to x′ (notice the contravariant nature of this convention).
About type-theoretical notions. For a comprehensive account on the terminology of type
theory and rewriting theory, whose basic notions we shall use in this paper, we refer to [P02]
and [BN99]. We list here the essentials.
We assume given an infinite set V of variables, or names (countable is enough). We say that
a variable x is fresh with respect to a set X if x 6∈ X. The existence of V assures that for any
finite set, there exists a variable which is fresh with respect to that set.
A multi-sorted formal theory is a formal theory for which variables, constant symbols and
function symbols, as well as all the terms built from them, have a property called sort or type.
Types serve to control the formation of terms and to classify them. A model of a multi-sorted
formal theory, i.e. of a typed formal language, is a model in the usual sense, which additionally
takes into account sorts of the symbols of the signature of the theory. In other words, the domain
of such a model is a collection of sets {M(si)}i∈I , indexed by all sorts of the theory, and the
interpretation function maps constant symbols of sort si to the set M(si), for all i ∈ I, and
function symbols of sort (s1, . . . , sn; s) to functions of the form M(s1)× · · · ×M(sn)→M(s).
An abstract rewriting system (a rewriting system for short) is a pair (A,→), where A is a
set and → is a binary relation on A. The name is supposed to indicate that an element (a, b)
of → should be seen as a rewriting of a into b. We write a → b to denote that (a, b) ∈→. An
element a ∈ A is a normal form for → if there does not exist a′ ∈ A, such that a → a′. We
say that a rewriting system (A,→) is terminating if there does not exist an infinite sequence
a1 → a2 → · · · → an → · · · of elements of A. We denote with
∗
−→ the reflexive and transitive
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closure of →. A rewriting system (A,→) is confluent if, for any triple (a, a1, a2) of elements of
A, such that a
∗
−→ a1 and a
∗
−→ a2, there exists a
′ ∈ A, such that a1
∗
−→ a′ and a2
∗
−→ a′. A
rewriting system (A,→) is locally confluent if, for any triple (a, a1, a2) of elements of A, such
that a→ a1 and a→ a2, there exists a
′ ∈ A, such that a1
∗
−→ a′ and a2
∗
−→ a′.
Fact 1. If (A,→) is terminating, then it is normalising, i.e. for any a ∈ A, there exists a normal
form a′, such that a
∗
−→ a′.
Fact 2. If (A,→) is terminating and confluent, then for a ∈ A, there exists a unique normal
form a′, such that a
∗
−→ a′.
Fact 3. If (A,→) is terminating, then it is confluent if and only if it is locally confluent.
In this paper, we shall examine certain term rewriting systems, i.e. abstract rewriting systems
(A,→), for which the set A is the set of terms of some syntax, and the rewriting relation → is
obtained by orienting some of the equations of the syntax.
1 Cyclic operads
Operads encode categories of algebras whose operations have multiple inputs and one output,
such as associative algebras, commutative algebras, Lie algebras, etc. The interest in encoding
more general algebraic structures was a part of the renaissance of operads in the early nineties
of the last century, when various generalizations of operads came into existence. The formalism
of cyclic operads was originally introduced by Getzler and Kapranov in [GK95]. The enrichment
of the operad structure determined by the definition of a cyclic operad is provided by adding to
the action of permuting the inputs of an operation an action of interchanging its output with
one of the inputs. This feature essentially makes the distinction between the inputs and the
output no longer visible, which is adequately captured by unrooted trees as pasting schemes for
operations of a cyclic operad. In other words, cyclic operads can be seen as generalisations of
operads for which an operation, instead of having inputs and an output, now has only “entries”,
and can be composed with another operation along any of them. As for the formal description
of composition of such operations, the unbiased and biased frameworks provide two ways to
complete the characterisation of a cyclic operad.
1.1 Biased definition of cyclic operads
In the biased (entries-only) approach, the definition of a cyclic operad is biased towards “local”
operadic compositions x◦y, in the sense that these are the only explicitly defined concepts.
The various ways to derive a global operadic composition are then equated by the appropriate
axioms. We revisit below Markl’s definition [Mar16, Definition 48], for a particular case when the
underlying functor is C : Bijop → Set, and by adapting it further by also demanding operadic
units. In the sequel, for f ∈ C(X) and a bijection σ : X ′ → X, we write fσ instead of C(σ)(f).
Definition 1. A cyclic operad is a functor C : Bijop → Set, together with a distinguished
element idx,y ∈ C({x, y}) for each two-element set {x, y}, and a partial composition operation
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x◦y : C(X)× C(Y )→ C(X\{x} ∪ Y \{y}),
defined for arbitrary non-empty finite sets X and Y and elements x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , such
that X\{x} ∩ Y \{y} = ∅. These data satisfy the axioms given below, wherein, for each of the
axioms, we assume the set disjointness that ensures that all the partial compositions involved
are well-defined.
Sequential associativity. For f ∈ C(X), g ∈ C(Y ), h ∈ C(Z), x ∈ X, y, u ∈ Y and z ∈ Z, the
following equality holds:
(A1) (f x◦y g) u◦z h = f x◦y (g u◦z h).
Commutativity. For f ∈ C(X), g ∈ C(Y ), x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , the following equality holds:
(CO) f x◦y g = g y◦x f .
Equivariance. For bijections σ1 : X
′ → X, σ2 : Y
′ → Y and σ = σ1|
X\{x} ∪ σ2|
Y \{y}, and
f ∈ C(X) and g ∈ C(Y ), the following equality holds:
(EQ) fσ1 σ−11 (x)
◦σ−12 (y)
gσ2 = (fx◦y g)
σ .
Right Unitality. For f ∈ C(X), x ∈ X and a bijection σ that renames x to z, the following two
equalities hold:
(U1) f x◦y idy,z = f
σ.
Moreover, the unit elements are preserved under the action of C(σ), i.e.
(U3) idx,y
σ = idu,v,
for any two two-element sets {x, y} and {u, v}, and a bijection σ : {u, v} → {x, y}.
For f ∈ C(X), the elements of the set X are called the entries of f . 
Note that we impose a slightly weaker condition on the sets X and Y and elements x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y involved in partial composition than in [Mar16, Definition 48]: instead of requiring
X and Y to be disjoint, as Markl does, we allow the possibility that they intersect, provided
that their intersection is a subset of {x, y}. This also means that we allow the possibility that
x = y. Nevertheless, the characterizations of Definition 1 and [Mar16, Definition 48], with units
added, are equivalent. As for the units, here is a notational remark.
Notation 1. It is understood that idx,y = idy,x. We reserve the notation id{x,y} for the identity
bijection on the two-element set {x, y}.
The lemma below gives basic properties of the partial composition operation.
Lemma 1. The partial composition operation from Definition 1 satisfies the following laws.
Parallel associativity. For f ∈ C(X), g ∈ C(Y ), h ∈ C(Z), x, u ∈ X, y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z, the
following equality holds:
(A2) (f x◦y g) u◦z h = (f u◦z h) x◦y g.
Left unitality. For f ∈ C(X), x ∈ X and a bijection σ that renames x to z, the following equality
holds:
(U2) idy,z y◦x f = f
σ.
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Proof. For (A2), combine (A1) and (CO). For (U2), combine (U1) and (CO). 
Definition 1 naturally incorporates the notion of simultaneous composition, as a sequence of
partial compositions of the form as in the law (A2) from Lemma 1, that is, in which the entry
involved in the next instance of a composition always comes from f ∈ C(X) and which, moreover,
ends when all the entries of f ∈ C(X) are exhausted. In order to avoid writing explicitly such
sequences, we introduce the following notation. For f ∈ C(X), let
ϕ : x 7→ (Yx, gx, x)
be an assignment that associates to each x ∈ X a finite set Yx, an operation gx ∈ C(Yx) and an
element x ∈ Yx, in such a way that ⋂
x∈X
Yx\{x} = ∅.
Let, moreover, σ : X ′ → X be an arbitrary bijection such that for all x ∈ X,
X ′\{σ−1(x)} ∩ Yx\{x} = ∅.
Under these assumptions, the composite assignment
ϕ ◦ σ : x′ 7→ (Yσ(x′), gσ(x′), σ(x
′)),
defined for all x′ ∈ X ′, together with fσ ∈ C(X ′), determines the composition
((fσ x′◦σ(x′) gx) y′◦σ(y′) gy) z′◦σ(z′) gz · · · ,
consisting of a sequence of partial compositions indexed by the entries of fσ. We will use the
abbreviation fσ(ϕ◦σ) to denote such a composition. Thanks to (A2), fσ(ϕ◦σ) does not depend
on the order in which the partial compositions were carried out. We finally set
f(ϕ) = fσ(ϕ ◦ σ), (1.1)
and refer to f(ϕ) as the simultaneous composition determined by f and ϕ. That f(ϕ) does not
depend on the choice of σ is a consequence of (EQ).
Notice that without the renaming role of σ, f(ϕ) is not necessarily well-defined. For ex-
ample, f(ϕ) = (f x◦x gx) y◦y gy, where f ∈ C({x, y}), gx ∈ C({x, y}) and gy ∈ C({y, v}), is not
well-defined, although ϕ satisfies the required disjointness condition.
In relation to the above construction, the statements of the following lemma are easy conse-
quences of the axioms from Definition 1.
Lemma 2. The simultaneous composition f(ϕ) has the following properties.
a) Let ψ : Z →
⋃
x∈X(Yx\{x}) be a bijection such that for all x ∈ X, x 6∈ ψ
−1(Yx\{x}).
Denote with ψx the extension on Yx of the bijection ψ|
Yx\{x}, which is identity on x, and
let ϕψ be defined as ϕψ : x 7→ (g
ψx
x , x), for all x ∈ X. Then f(ϕ)ψ = f(ϕψ).
b) Let ψ : y 7→ (hy , y) be an assignment that associates to each y ∈
⋃
x∈X(Yx\{x}) an
operation hy ∈ C(Zy) and y ∈ Zy, in such a way that f(ϕ)(ψ) is defined. If ϕψ is the
assigment defined as ϕψ : x 7→ (g
ψx
x , x), where ψx denotes the extension on Yx of the
assignment ψ|Yx\{x}, which is identity on x, then f(ϕ)(ψ) = f(ϕψ).
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The generators-and-relations nature of Definition 1 allows us to easily formalise cyclic operads
as models of the multi-sorted equational theory which we now introduce.
The signature of this theory is determined by taking as sorts all finite sets, while, having
denoted with s the sort of a constant symbol and with (s1, . . . , sn; s) the sort of an n-ary function
symbol, as constant symbols we take the collection consisting of
idx,y : {x, y}
and, as function symbols, we take the collection consisting of
σ : (Y ;X) (of arity 1) and x◦y : (X,Y ;X\{x} ∪ Y \{y}) (of arity 2),
where x, y ∈ V and σ ranges over all bijections of finite sets. Here, V is the infinite set of
variables (i.e. names) whose existence we postulated in the Introduction.
Fixing a collection of sorted variables, or parameters P , and denoting with P (X) the collec-
tion of parameters whose sort is X, the terms of the theory are built in the usual way:
s, t ::= a | idx,y | s x◦y t | t
σ
whereas the assignment of sorts to terms is done by the following rules:
a ∈ P (X)
a : X idx,y : {x, y}
s : X t : Y
s x◦y t : X\{x} ∪ Y \{y}
t : X σ : (Y ;X)
tσ : Y
where x and y are distinct variables in the second rule, while, in the third rule, x ∈ X, y ∈ Y
and X\{x}∩Y \{y} = ∅. The equations of the theory are derived from the axioms of Definition
1, and there are two additional equations, namely
idσx,y = idu,v and (t
σ)τ = tσ◦τ , (1.2)
where, in the first equation, σ : ({u, v}; {x, y}).
Definition 2. A cyclic operad is a model of the equational theory from above. 
That this definition indeed describes the same structure as does Definition 1 is clear from
the requirements that models of multi-sorted theories fulfill. The domain of such a model is
a collection of sets C(X), arising by interpreting all sorts X, and the interpretation of the
remaining of the signature in this universe exhibits the cyclic operad structure in the obvious
way. Observe that the equations (1.2) ensure that the assignment C : Bijop → Set, induced by
the model, is functorial.
Let C : Bijop → Set be a functor and let
PC = {a ∈ C(X) |X is a finite set} (1.3)
be the collection of parameters of C. Observe that PC can be considered as a collection of sorted
variables for the equational theory introduced above. In this regard, we call the syntax of terms
built over PC the combinator syntax generated by C and we refer to terms as combinators. We
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shall denote the set of all combinators induced by C by cTermC, and, for a finite set X, cTermC(X)
will be used to denote the set of all combinators of type X.
In connection with Definition 2, if C is a cyclic operad (and, hence, a model of the equational
theory from above), and writing C for the underlying functor of C, we shall denote with [ ]C :
cTermC → C the induced interpretation of the combinator syntax.
1.2 Unbiased definition of cyclic operads
Cyclic operads were originally introduced in unbiased manner in [GK95, Definition 2.1], as
algebras over a monad of unrooted trees. In the operadic literature, incorporated in the structure
of cyclic operads and similar definitions, one can find two formalisms of unrooted trees: in
[GK95, Definition 2.1], the usual formalism of trees with “indivisible” edges is used, while in
[G09], [JK11], [KW17], trees with half-edges (or flags), due to [KM94], are used in the context of
modular operads and Feynman categories. The operations decorating the nodes of an unrooted
tree are “composed in one shot” through the structure morphism of the algebra. In this part,
we syntactically reformulate [GK95, Definition 2.1]. The adaptations we make also include
translating it to the non-skeletal setting, and reconstructing it within a formalism of unrooted
trees that incorporates edges as pairs of half-edges, due to [KM94]. As it will be clear in Section
2, the formal language of unrooted trees that we present here is crafted in a way which reflects
closely the formal language of the µ-syntax.
1.2.1 Graphs and unrooted trees
Let C : Bijop → Set be a functor and let PC be as in (1.3). The syntax of unrooted trees
generated by PC is obtained as follows. An ordinary corolla is a term
a(x, y, z, . . . ),
where a ∈ C(X) and X = {x, y, z, . . . }. We refer to a as the head symbol of a(x1, . . . , xn). We
call the elements of X the free variables of a(x, y, z, . . . ), and we write FV (a) = X to denote
this set. Whenever the set of free variables is irrelevant, we shall refer to an ordinary corolla
only by its head symbol. In addition to ordinary corollas, we define special corollas to be terms
of the shape
(x, y),
i.e. terms which do not have a parameter as a head symbol and which consist only of two distinct
variables x, y ∈ V . For a special corolla (x, y), we define FV ((x, y)) = {x, y}.
Remark 1. In both ordinary and special corollas, the order of appearance of free variables in the
terms is irrelevant. In other words, we consider equal the terms, say, a(x, y, z) and a(z, x, y),
as well as (x, y) and (y, x).
A graph V is a non-empty, finite set of corollas with mutually disjoint free variables, together
with an involution σ on the set
V (V) =
k⋃
i=1
FV (ai) ∪
p⋃
j=1
FV ((uj , vj))
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of all variables occuring in V. We write
V = {a1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , ak(y1, . . . ym), . . . , (u1, v1), . . . , (up, vp);σ}.
We denote with Cor(V) the set of all corollas of V, and we shall refer to an ordinary corolla by
its parameter and denote special corollas with s1, s2, etc. The set of edges Edge(V) of V consists
of pairs (x, y) of variables such that σ(x) = y (and, therefore, also σ(y) = x). Finally, we refer
to the fixpoints of σ as the free variables of V, the set of which we shall denote with FV (V).
Remark 2. The set of variables of a graph in our formalism corresponds to the set of flags in
the formalism of [KM94] and [G09], i.e. to the set of half-edges in the formalism of [KW17].
All these formalisms of graphs are inherent to operad theory. In graph theory in general, one
does not usually encounter graphs with half edges: graphs typically feature “indivisible” edges.
Here is an example.
Example 1. The graph {a(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5), b(y1, y2, y3, y4};σ}, where σ = (x4 y3)(x5 y4), should
be depicted as
a b
x1
x2
x3
y1
y2
x4 y3
x5 y4
This graph has two corollas, a(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) and b(y1, y2, y3, y4), two edges, (x4, y3) and
(x5, y4), and five free variables, x1, x2, x3, y1, y2. 
Graphs do not need to be connected. Connected graphs are distinguished by the following
recursive definition:
⋄ for any finite set X and any a ∈ C(X), {a(x1, . . . , xn); idX} is connected,
⋄ for any two-element set {x, y}, {(x, y); id{x,y}} is connected,
⋄ if graphs V1 and V2, with involutions σ1 and σ2, respectively, are connected, and if V (V1)∩
V (V2) = ∅, then, for any x ∈ FV (V1) and y ∈ FV (V2), the graph V, determined by
Cor(V) = Cor (V1) ∪ Cor(V2) and the involution σ on V (V), defined by
σ(v) =


σ1(v), if v ∈ V (V1)\{x}
σ2(v), if v ∈ V (V2)\{y}
y, if v = x
is conneted.
The set of subgraphs of a graph V (with involution σ) is obtained by the following recursive
definiton:
⋄ if a(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Cor (V), then {a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}, where X = {x1, . . . , xn}, is a sub-
graph of V,
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⋄ if (x, y) ∈ Cor(V), then {(x, y); id {x,y}} is a subgraph of V,
⋄ if graphs V1 and V2, with involutions σ1 and σ2, respectively, are subgraphs of V, and
if there exist x ∈ FV (V1) and y ∈ FV (V2), such that σ(x) = y, then the graph W,
determined by Cor(W) = Cor(V1) ∪ Cor(V2) and the involution τ on V (W), defined by
τ(v) =


σ1(v), if v ∈ V (V1)\{x}
σ2(v), if v ∈ V (V2)\{y}
y, if v = x
or τ(v) =
{
σ1(v), if v ∈ V (V1)
σ2(v), if v ∈ V (V2)
is a subgraph of V, and
⋄ if graphs V1 and V2, with involutions σ1 and σ2, respectively, are subgraphs of V, and if
there does not exist x ∈ FV (V1) and y ∈ FV (V2), such that σ(x) = y, then the graph W,
determined by Cor(W) = Cor(V1) ∪ Cor(V2) and the involution τ on V (W), defined by
τ(v) =
{
σ1(v), if v ∈ V (V1)
σ2(v), if v ∈ V (V2)
is a subgraph of V.
Observe that, just as graphs do not have to be connected, so do not subgraphs of an arbitrary
graph.
Starting from this notion of graph, an extended unrooted tree is defined as a connected graph
without loops, multiple edges and cycles. As these requirements are standard in the terminology
of graphs, we omit their formal definition and illustrate them with an example instead.
Example 2. The graph from Example 1 is not an extended unrooted tree, since it has two
edges between corollas a and b.
The graph {a(x1, x2, x3), b(y1, y2, y3);σ}, where σ = (x3 y3)(y1 y2), is not an extended un-
rooted tree either, since the edge (y1, y2) connects the corolla b with itself, i.e. it is a loop:
a b
x1
x2
y2
y1
x3 y3
The graph {a(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5), b(y1, y2, y3, y4), c(z1, z2, z3);σ}, with σ = (x4 y2)(y1 z2)
(z3 x5), is another example of a graph which is not an extended unrooted tree, this time because
of the presence of a cycle that connects its three corollas:
a
b
c
x1
x3
x2
y4 y3
x5 z3
x4
y2 y1
z2
z1
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Finally, we get an example of a graph which is an extended unrooted tree by changing
the involution σ of the previous graph to, say, σ′ = (x4 y2)(y1 z2), producing in this way the
extended unrooted tree with graphical representation
a
b
c
x1
x3
x2
y4 y3
x5
x4
y2 y1
z2
z1
z3

In moving from graphs to trees, we will additionally differentiate the classes of extended
unrooted trees with respect to the shape of corollas they contain. Let T be a connected graph
with no loops, multiple edges and cycles.
• If Cor (T) consists only of ordinary corollas, then T is an ordinary unrooted tree.
• If Cor (T) is a singleton with a special corolla, then T is an exceptional unrooted tree.
• An unrooted tree is either an ordinary unrooted tree or an exceptional unrooted tree.
Example 3. The last graph in Example 2 is an ordinary unrooted tree.
The graph {(x, y); id {x,y}} is an exceptional unrooted tree. We depict it as
x
y
The graph {a(x1, x2, x3), b(y1, y2), (z1, z2);σ}, where σ = (x3 y2)(y1 z1), depicted as
a b
x1
x2
y1x3 y2 z1 z2
is an extended unrooted tree. It is neither ordinary, nor exceptional unrooted tree. 
Remark 3. Exceptional unrooted trees in our formalism correspond to trivial graphs in the
formalism of [JK11]. In the operadic context, these are trivial trees of [MSS02]. Moreover, the
graphs of [JK11] are our extended unrooted trees, while the graphs of [KM94] are our ordinary
unrooted trees.
Remark 4. Every unrooted tree is an extended unrooted tree. On the other hand, every unrooted
tree containing at least one ordinary and one special corolla (or at least two special corollas) is
an extended unrooted tree, but not an unrooted tree (in the narrow sense).
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A subtree of an (extended) unrooted tree T is a connected, non-empty subgraph of T. We
say that a subtree S of T is proper if Cor (S) 6= Cor (T).
A decomposition of an (extended) unrooted tree T (with involution σ) is a set of subtrees of
T defined recursively as follows:
⋄ {T} is a decomposition of T,
⋄ if T1 and T2 are subtrees of T with involutions σ1 and σ2, respectively, such that Cor(T1)∩
Cor(T2) = ∅, Cor (T) = Cor(T1) ∪ Cor (T2) and there exist x ∈ FV (T1) and y ∈ FV (T2)
such that
σ(v) =


σ1(v), if v ∈ V (T1)\{x}
σ2(v), if v ∈ V (T2)\{y}
y, if v = x,
and if {T11, . . . ,T1n} is a decomposition of T1 and {T21, . . . ,T2m} is a decomposition of T2,
then {T11, . . . ,T1n,T21, . . . ,T2m} is a decomposition of T.
We now define α-equivalence on extended unrooted trees. Suppose first that
T = {a(x1, . . ., xn), . . .;σ}
is an ordinary unrooted tree, with a ∈ C(X), xi ∈ FV (a)\FV (T) and σ(xi) = yj. Let τ : X
′ → X
be a bijection that renames xi to z, where z is fresh with respect to V (T)\{xi}. The α-equivalence
(for ordinary unrooted trees) is the smallest equivalence relation generated by equalities
(a(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . . , xn), . . .;σ) =α (a
τ (x1, . . ., xi−1, z, xi+1, . . . , xn), . . .;σ
′),
where σ′ = σ on V (T)\{xi, yj} and σ
′(z) = yj. This definition generalises in a natural way to
extended unrooted trees: to the set of generators from above we add the clauses
{(x, y), . . . ;σ} =α {(x, z), . . . ;σ
′},
where, for some variable xi, σ(y) = xi (i.e. y is not a free variable of the tree on the left), z is
fresh in the same sense as earlier, and σ′ is the obvious modification of σ. In simple terms, we
consider α-equivalent any two trees such that we can obtain one from another only by renaming
variables which are not fixed points of the corresponding involutions.
We shall denote with [T]α the α-equivalence class determined by an (extended) unrooted
tree T. Finally, we shall denote with TC(X) (resp. eTC(X)) the set of all α-equivalence classes
of unrooted trees (resp. extended unrooted trees) whose parameters belong to PC and whose
free variables are given by the set X. If X is a two-element set, this definition includes the
possibility that an unrooted tree has 0 parameters, in which case the corresponding equivalence
class is determined by the appropriate exceptional unrooted tree. We shall write TC (resp. eTC)
for the collection of all unrooted trees (resp. extended unrooted trees) generated by PC.
1.2.2 The monad of unrooted trees
The monad of unrooted trees is the monad (M, µ, η) on the functor category SetBij
op
, defined
as follows. The endofunctor M is defined by
M(C)(X) = TC(X).
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The component ηCX : C(X) → M(C)(X) of the monad unit associates to a ∈ C(X) the
isomorphism class of the unrooted tree {a(x1, . . . , xn), idX}, where X = {x1, . . . , xn}.
The action of the monad multiplication, typically (and incompletely) described as “flat-
tening” in the literature (which is acceptable only if one forgets about units), deserves more
attention.
In order to obtain its complete description, we first build a rewriting system on eTC. The
rewriting relation → on classes of eTC is canonically induced by the reflexive and transitive
closure of the union of the following reductions, defined on their representatives:
(a(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . . , xn), (y, z), . . . ;σ)→ (a
τ (x1, . . . , xi−1, z, xi+1, . . . , xn), . . . ;σ
′) ,
where σ(xi) = y, τ renames xi to z, and σ
′ is the obvious restriction of σ, and
((x, y), (u, v), . . . ;σ)→ ((x, v), . . . ;σ′) ,
where σ(y) = u, and σ′ is again the obvious restriction of σ.
Lemma 3. The rewriting system (eTC,→) is confluent and terminating.
Proof. The termination of the system is obvious: in an arbitrary reduction sequence, each
subsequent tree has one special corolla less, and the sequence finishes either when all of them
are exhausted (in the case when the initial tree has at least one ordinary corolla), or when there
is only one special corolla left (in the case when the initial tree consists only of special corollas).
Due to the connectedness of unrooted trees, all special corollas (except one in the latter case)
will indeed be exhausted. Clearly, the normal forms are precisely the unrooted trees of TC.
If T1 and T2 are reduced from T ∈ eTC in one step, and if s1 and s2 are the special corollas
involved in the respective reductions, the local confluence is proved by case analysis, with respect
to whether s1 and s2 are equal or not. By Fact 3, this establishes confluence. 
By Lemma 3, an arbitrary normal form nf (T) of an extended unrooted tree T, with respect
to →, determines a unique α-equivalence class [nf (T)]α in TC. It is easily seen that, for every
finite set X, this assignment gives rise to the function nf X : eTC(X)→ TC(X), determined by
nf X : [T]α 7→ [nf (T)]α. (1.4)
We now formally define the flattening (which is still not the monad multiplication) on
MM(C)(X). Observe that the isomorphism classes of
MM(C)(X) = M(TC)(X) =TTC(X)
are determined by unrooted trees whose parameters are α-equivalence classes of unrooted trees
themselves (with parameters from PC), and whose set of free variables is X. We call these trees
two-level trees. Syntactically, a two-level tree of TTC can be either
• an exceptional unrooted tree {(x, y); id{x,y}}, in which case we trivially have 0 parameters
coming from PC, or
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• an ordinary unrooted tree
{[{a(x1, x2, . . . ), b(y1, . . . ), . . . ;σ1}]α(x1, x2, y1, . . . ), . . . , [{(z1, z2); id{z1,z2}}]α(z1, z2), . . . ;σ},
whose parameters can be α-equivalence classes of both ordinary and exceptional unrooted
trees of TC.
Notation 2. Let T be a two-level unrooted tree. Suppose that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, [Ti]α ∈ TC(Yi)
are the parameters of T and let Ci be their corresponding corollas. We then have FV (Ci) =
FV (Ti) = Yi. The fact that the set of free variables of each corolla is recorded by the data of the
corresponding parameter allows us to shorten the notation by writing Ti without listing explicitly
the elements of FV (Ti). For example, for the tree from the latter case above, we shall write
{[{a(x1, x2, . . . ), b(y1, . . . ), . . . ;σ1}]α, . . . , [{(z1, z2); id{z1,z2}}]α, . . . ;σ}.
We shall extend this abbreviation to trees of eTeTC, and when the form of the parameters of a
two-level tree is irrelevant, we shall write {[T1]α, . . . , [Tn]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ}, where si are special
corollas.
The flattening of two-level unrooted trees is a familly of functions
flatX : TTC(X)→ eTC(X),
indexed by finite sets, defined by the following two clauses:
• flat{x,y}([{(x, y); id {x,y}}]α) = [{(x, y); id{x,y}}]α, and
• if T = {[{a(x1, x2, . . . ), b(y1, . . . ), . . . ;σ1}]α, . . . , [{(z1, z2); id{z1,z2}}]α, . . . ;σ}, then
flatX([T]α) = [{a(x1, x2, . . . ), b(y1, . . . ), . . . , (z1, z2), . . . ;σ}]α,
where, having denoted with Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the corollas of T, and with σi the corresponding
involutions,
σ(x) =
{
σ(x) if x ∈
⋃n
i=1 FV (Ti)
σi(x) if x ∈ V (Ti)\FV (Ti) .
Observe that flatX([T]α) is an α-equivalence class of an extended unrooted tree whenever T
contains a corolla that is an exceptional unrooted tree. These are the cases that make a gap
between the flattening function and the action of the monad multiplication (which always results
in an ordinary unrooted tree). In the same style as we presented the functions nf X by (1.4), in
what follows, we shall often denote the class flatX([T]α) simply by [flat(T)]α.
The complete characterisation of the monad multiplication µC : TTC → TC is defined by
µCX = nf X ◦ flatX .
Therefore, for [T]α ∈ TTC(X), we have
µCX : [T]α 7→ [nf (flat (T))]α.
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Hense, in the presence of units, this action is indeed more than just “flattening”.
We now prepare the grounds for the proof that (M, µ, η) is indeed a monad.
The domain of flattening is extended in a natural way to M′M′(C), where M′(C)(X) =
eTC(X). The clause that needs to be added to encompass eTeTC(X) concerns two-level trees of
the form
{[{a(x1, x2, . . . ), b(y1, . . . ), (z1, z2) . . . ;σ1}]α, . . . , [{(u1, u2); id{u1,u2}}]α, . . . , (v1, v2), . . . ;σ},
i.e. extended unrooted trees whose set of corollas allows special corollas and classes of extended
unrooted trees. Let us denote with T the above tree, and let Cor s(T) be the set of its special
corollas. The flattening of [T]α is defined simply as
flatX([T]α) = [{a(x1, x2, . . . ), b(y1, . . . ), (z1, z2), . . . , (u1, u2), . . . , (v1, v2), . . . ;σ}]α,
with σ being defined exactly like before for the variables coming from Cor (T)\Cor s(T), while
we set σ(x) = σ(x) for all variables x ∈
⋃
s∈Cors(T)
FV (s).
For [T]α and [T
′]α from eTeTC , the following two lemmas give conditions that ensure that
flat([T]α)→ flat([T
′]α), in the instance (eTeTC ,→) of the rewriting system defined earlier.
Lemma 4. For [T1]α, [T2]α ∈ eTeTC(X), if [T1]α → [T2]α in (eTeTC ,→), then flatX([T1]α) →
flatX([T2]α) in (eTC,→).
Lemma 5. For [{[T1]α, . . . , [Tn]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ}]α ∈ eTeTC(X) and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if [Tj ]α → [T
′
j ]α
in (eTC,→), then
flatX([{[T1]α, . . . , [Tj ]α, . . . , [Tn]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ}]α)→ flatX([{[T1]α, . . . , [T
′
j]α, . . . , [Tn]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ}]α)
in (eTC,→)
Relying on Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we obtain the following two equivalent characterisations
of the monad multiplication.
Lemma 6. For [T]α = [{[T1]α, . . . , [Tn]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ}]α ∈ eTeTC(X) the following claims hold:
1. nf (flat(T)) =α nf (flat(nf (T))),
2. nf (flat(T)) =α nf (flat({[nf (T1)]α, . . . , [nf (Tn)]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ})).
Proof. By the termination of (eTeTC ,→), we have T → nf (T), and then, by Lemma 4 and the
termination of (eTC,→), we know that, in (eTC,→),
flat(T)→ flat(nf (T))→ nf (flat(nf (T))).
On the other hand, by the termination of (eTC,→), we also have that flat(T) → nf (flat(T)).
Therefore, the first claim follows by the confluence of (eTC,→).
As for the second claim, by the termination of (eTC,→), we have Ti → nf (Ti), for all i ∈ I.
Hence, by Lemma 5, and then again by the termination of (eTC,→), we get that
flat(T) → flat({[nf (T1)]α, . . . , [nf (Tn)]α, s1, . . . , sm;σ})
→ nf (flat({nf (T1), . . . ,nf (Tn), s1, . . . , sm;σ}))
is a reduction sequence of (eTC,→). The conclusion follows as in the previous claim. 
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On the other hand, by the very definition of flattening on extended unrooted trees, we have
the following property.
Lemma 7. For T = {T1, . . . ,Tn;σ} ∈ TeTeT
C
the following equality holds:
flat(flat(T)) = flat({[flat(T1)]α, . . . , [flat (Tn)]α;σ}).
We now finally verify the laws of the monad (M, µ, η).
Lemma 8. For natural transformations µ : MM → M and η : 1 → M, the following diagrams
commute for every functor C : Bijop → Set and a finite set X:
MMM(C)(X) MM(C)(X)
MM(C)(X) M(C)(X)
MµCX
µMCX µCX
µCX
M(C)(X) MM(C)(X)
M(C)(X)
MηCX
idCX µCX
M(C)(X) MM(C)(X)
M(C)(X)
ηMCX
idCX µCX
Proof. We begin with the left diagram. Chasing the associativity of multiplication includes
treating several cases, according to the shape of the unrooted tree of
MMM(C)(X) =TTT
C
(X)
that we start from. The most interesting is the one starting from (a class determined by) an
ordinary unrooted tree with corollas given by ordinary unrooted trees built upon TC and we
prove the associativity only for this case. Let, therefore, T = {T1, . . . ,Tn;σ}.
By chasing the diagram to the right-down, the action of MµCX corresponds to corolla-
per-corolla flattening of T, followed by taking the respective normal forms. Then µ flattens
additionally the resulting tree and reduces it to a normal form. These actions make the following
sequence of steps:
T 7→ {[flat(T1)]α, . . . , [flat(Tn)]α;σ}
7→ {[nf (flat (T1))]α, . . . , [nf (flat(Tn))]α;σ}
7→ flat({[nf (flat(T1))]α, . . . , [nf (flat(Tn))]α;σ})
7→ nf (flat({[nf (flat(T1))]α, . . . , [nf (flat(Tn))]α;σ})) = R.
The action µMCX on the left-down side of the diagram corresponds to the action of µ on the
tree T itself, which flattens it and reduces it to a normal form. Followed by µ again, this gives
us the following sequence:
T 7→ flat(T)
7→ nf (flat(T))
7→ flat(nf (flat(T)))
7→ nf (flat(nf (flat(T)))) = L.
Let R′ = nf (flat ({[flat(T1)]α, . . . , [flat (Tn)]α;σ})) and L
′ = nf (flat(flat(T ))). By Lemma 6,
we have that R = R′ and L = L′, and, by Lemma 7, we have R′ = L′.
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We now verify the unit laws for the case when [T]α ∈M(C)(X) is determined by an ordinary
unrooted tree. Let, therefore, T = {a1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , an(y1, . . . , yr);σ}.
By going to the right-down in the first unit diagram (i.e. the diagram in the middle), the
action of MηCX turns each corolla ai into a single-corolla unrooted tree Ti, leading to a two-
level unrooted tree, which is then flattened and reduced to a normal form by µ. Therefore, the
right-down side sequence is as follows:
T 7→ {[{a1(x1, . . . , xk), id}]α, . . . , [{an(y1, . . . , yr); id}]α;σ}
7→ {a1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , an(y1, . . . , yr);σ}
7→ {a1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , an(y1, . . . , yr);σ
′}
the resulting tree being exactly T, since
σ′(x) = σ(x) =
{
σ(x) if x ∈
⋃n
i=1 FV (Ti)
x if x ∈ V (Ti)\FV (Ti)
=
{
σ(x) if x ∈ V (T)
x if x ∈ V (Ti)\FV (Ti)
= σ(x),
wherein the last equality holds since V (Ti)\FV (Ti) = ∅, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
By chasing the second unit diagram to the right, T will first be turned, by the action of
ηMCX , into a single-corolla two-level tree, which will then be flattened and reduced to a normal
form by the action of µ. Therefore, we have the sequence
T 7→ {[{a1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , an(y1, . . . , yr);σ}]α, idX}
7→ {a1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , an(y1, . . . , yr); idX}
7→ {a1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , an(y1, . . . , yr); idX
′}
For the resulting involution idX
′ we have
idX
′(x) = idX(x) =
{
x if x ∈ FV (T)
σ(x) if x ∈ V (T)\FV (T)
= σ(x).
Therefore, the resulting tree is exactly T. 
Finally, here is the original definition [GK95, Definition 2.1] of a cyclic operad, recasted in
the new syntactic framework.
Definition 3. A cyclic operad is an algebra over the monad (M, µ, η).
And, under these syntactic glasses, here is the well-known result about the equivalence of
the biased and unbiased definitions.
Theorem 1. A functor C : Bijop → Set is endowed with a cyclic operad structure (as described
by Definition 2) if and only if it is endowed with a structure morphism of an M-algebra.
Before we introduce the µ-syntax in the following section, and ultimatelly prove Theorem 1,
we indicate the biased structure “hiding” in the monad approach we just made. As we shall see,
the exceptional unrooted trees will be used as pasting schemes of identities of cyclic operads.
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1.2.3 The free cyclic operad structure implicit in (M, µ, η)
A way to specify the free cyclic operad over C is given implicitly in §1.2.2. The functor F (C) :
Bijop → Set, underlying free cyclic operad structure, is defined by F (C)(X) = TC(X). In the
unbiased approach, the monad from §1.2.2 indeed arose from the adjunction F ⊢ U , where U is
the obvious forgetful functor. Before we introduce the rest of the free cyclic operad structure,
we fix some notation.
Notation 3. For an unrooted tree T, a finite set V and a bijection ϑ : V → V (T), we shall
denote with Tϑ the unrooted tree obtained from T by renaming its variables in a way dictated by
ϑ and adapting its corollas accordingly. More precisely, if a ∈ Cor(T) is an ordiary corolla, Tϑ
will, instead of a, contain the corolla aϑ|
FV (a)
, and, if (x, y) ∈ Cor (T) is a special corolla, Tϑ
will, instead of (x, y), contain the corolla (ϑ−1(x), ϑ−1(y)). The involution σϑ of Tϑ is defined
as σϑ(v) = ϑ−1(σ(ϑ(v))), for v ∈ V .
For a bijection κ : X ′ → X, the image [T]κα of [T]α ∈ TC(X) under TC(κ) : TC(X) → TC(X
′)
is the equivalence class [Tκ∪ε]α, where ε : V → V (T)\X is an arbitrary bijection, such that
X ′ ∩ V = ∅.
Let X and Y be non-empty finite sets such that for some x ∈ X and y ∈ Y we have
X\{x} ∩ Y \{y} = ∅, and let [T1]α ∈ TC(X), [T2]α ∈ TC(Y ). The partial composition operation
x•y : TC(X) × TC(Y )→ TC(X\{x} ∪ Y \{y})
is given as
[T1]α x•y [T2]α = [nf (T)]α,
where Cor (T) is obtained by taking the union of the sets of corollas of T1 and T2, after having
previously adapted them in a way that makes this union disjoint with respect to the variables
occuring in it. More precisely, if ϑ1 : V1 → (V (T1)\X)∪ {x} and ϑ2 : V2 → (V (T2)\Y )∪ {y} are
bijections such that V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, then
Cor (T) = {C(ϑ1∪idX\{x})|
FV (C)
|C ∈ Cor (T1)} ∪ {D
(ϑ2∪idY \{y})|
FV (D)
|D ∈ Cor (T2)}.
If σi is the involution of Ti, i = 1, 2, the involution σ of T is defined as follows:
σ(v) =


ϑ−11 (σ1(ϑ1(v))) if v ∈ V1\ϑ
−1
1 (x)
ϑ−12 (y) if v = ϑ
−1
1 (x)
ϑ−12 (σ2(ϑ2(v))) if v ∈ ϑ
−1
2 (y)
ϑ−11 (x) if v = ϑ
−1
2 (y)
v if v ∈ X\{x} ∪ Y \{y} .
For an arbitrary two-element set {y, z}, we set idy,z = [{(y, z); id{y,z}}]α.
2 µ-syntax
Backed up with the graphical intuition of the biased cyclic operad structure on classes of unrooted
trees described in §1.2.3, in this section we introduce the µ-syntax.
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2.1 The language and the equations
The language of the µ-syntax is built over the collection of parameters PC (see (1.3)) and the
set of variables V . Unlike the combinator syntax cTermC from §1.1, which has only one kind of
expressions, the µ-syntax features two different kinds of typed expressions
commands terms
c ::= 〈s | t〉 | a{t1, . . . , tn} s, t ::= x | µx.c
where a ∈ PC and x ∈ V , whose respective typing judgments we denote with c : X and X | s,
where X ranges over finite sets. In expressions c : X and X | s, the set X is the type of the
command c and of the term s, respectively, and the backward typing judgment X | s is used
merely to further distinguish the representation of terms and commands.
The assignment of types to commands and terms is done by the following rules:
{x} |x
a ∈ C({x1, . . . , xn}) Yi | ti for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
a{t1, . . . , tn} :
⋃n
i=1 Yi
X | s Y | t
〈s | t 〉 : X ∪ Y
c : X x ∈ X
X\{x} |µx.c
where, in the second rule, the sets Yi are pairwise disjoint, as are X and Y in the third rule.
Intuitively, commands mimick operations of the free cyclic operad over the functor C, and,
thereby, a judgement c : X should be thought of as describing an unrooted tree whose free
variables are precisely the elements of X. On the other hand, terms represent operations with
one selected entry and the role of the set X in a judgement X | s is to label all entries except
the selected one. From the tree-wise perspective, this is represented by an unrooted tree whose
set of free variables is X ∪ {x}, where x is precisely the variable bound by µ (i.e. the variable
placed immediatelly on the right of the symbol µ).
Notation 4. We shall sometimes denote the commands introduced by the second typing rule
as a{tx |x ∈ X} (for a ∈ C(X)), or as a{σ}, where σ assigns to every x ∈ X a term tx. The
order of appearance of the tx’s in a{tx |x ∈ X} is irrelevant. Whenever we use the notation,
say a{t, s}, for a ∈ C({x, y}), it will be clear from the context whether we mean a{t, s} = a{σ},
with σ(x) = t and σ(y) = s, or with σ defined in the other way around.
The way commands are constructed is motivated by the action of the simultaneous and
partial grafting of unrooted trees, formally defined through the composition operation x•y from
§1.2.3. The command a{tx |x ∈ X}, introduced by the second rule, should be imagined as the
simultaneous grafting of the corolla a and the “surrounding” trees tx, one for each free variable
x of a, along the variables bound by µ in each tx. In the special case when, for some x ∈ X, the
corresponding term tx is a variable, say u, this process of grafting reduces to the renaming of the
variable x of the corolla a to u. Therefore, if all terms corresponding to the elements of X are
variables from the set, say, V = {u, v, w, ...}, then the corresponding command is a{u, v, w, . . . }
and it describes the unrooted tree {aσ(u, v, w, . . . ); idV }, where σ : V → X is an arbitrary
bijection. The command 〈s | t〉 describes the grafting of unrooted trees represented by the terms
s and t along their variables bound by µ. Therefore, the pattern 〈µx. |µy. 〉 corresponds to
the composition (−)x•y(−) on classes of unrooted trees.
The equations of the µ-syntax are
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〈s | t〉 = 〈t | s〉 (MU1) µx.c = µy.c[y/x] (MU3)
〈µx.c | s〉 = c[s/x] (MU2) a{tx |x ∈ X} = a
σ{tσ(y) | y ∈ Y } (MU4)
where, in (MU2), c[s/x] denotes the command c in which the unique occurrence of the variable
x has been replaced by the term s, in (MU3) y has to be fresh with respect to all variables of c
except x, and in (MU4) σ : Y → X is an arbitrary bijection.
The equation (MU1) stipulates the symmetry of grafting of unrooted trees, i.e. the commu-
tativity of composition operations x•y.
The equations (MU3) and (MU4) are α-conversions. Intuitively, α-conversion tells that the
name of the entry selected for the composition does not matter, which reflects the equivariance
of composition operations x•y. In more simple terms, α-conversion tells that the function f(x)
is the same as the function f(y).
The substitution c[s/x], figuring in the equation (MU2) (as well as the substitution c[y/x]
from (MU3)), must be performed in the capture-avoiding manner. This means that the variables
which were originally “free” (i.e. not bound by µ) in c can not become “captured” (i.e. bound by
µ) after the substitution is made. This is achieved by renaming, prior to the substitution, all the
bound variables in c and s, so that they are all turned mutually distinct, and then performing
the appropriate substitution. For example,
µx.a{x, y}[x/y] 6= µx.a{x, x}, but µx.a{x, y}[x/y] = µz.aσ{z, y}[x/y] = µz.aσ{z, x},
where σ renames x to z.
The equation (MU2)) is quite evidently reminescent of the β-reduction of λ-calculus, when
considered as a rewriting rule 〈µx.c | s〉 → c[s/x], and it essentially captures the same idea of
function application as λ-calculus. The intuition becomes more tangible from the point of view
of trees: the commands 〈µx.c | s〉 and c[s/x], equated with (MU2), describe two ways to build (by
means of grafting) the same unrooted tree. Here is an example.
Example 4. Consider the unrooted tree
T = {a(x1, x2, x3, x4), b(y1, y2, y3, y4), c(z1, z2);σ},
where σ = (x3 y1)(x4 z1). One way to build T is to graft along x4 and z1 unrooted trees
T1 = {a(x1, x2, x3, x4), b(y1, y2, y3, y4);σ1}, where σ1 = (x3 y1), and T2 = {c(z1, z2); id{z1,z2}},
singled out with dashed lines in the left picture below:
a
b
c
x1
z2
x2
y2
y3
y4x3
y1
x4
z1
a
b
c
x1
z2
x2
y2
y3
y4
x3
y1
x4
z1
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The unrooted tree T1 (in the upper part of the left picture) can itself be seen as a grafting,
namely the simultaneous grafting of the corolla a and its surrounding trees: in this case this
involves explicit grafting only with the corolla b (along the free variables x3 and y1). This way
of constructing T is described by the command
〈µx4.a{x1, x2, µy1.b{y1, y2, y3, y4}, x4} |µz1.c{z1, z2}〉 (*)
that witnesses the fact that T1 and T2 are connected along their selected free variables x4 and
z1, respectively: x4 and z1 are bound with µ in the terms corresponding to these two trees. The
subterm a{x1, x2, µy1.b{y1, y2, y3, y4}, x4} on the left-hand side is the command that accounts
for the simultaneous grafting of the corolla a and its surrounding trees, while c{z1, z2} on the
right-hand side stands for the corolla c. On the other hand, we could have chosen to build the
tree T simply by making the simultaneous grafting of the corolla a and its surrounding trees, as
indicated on the picture on the right. This way of building T is described with the command
a{x1, x2, µy1.b{y1, y2, y3, y4}, µz1.c{z1, z2}}, which is, up to substitution, exactly the command
a{x1, x2, µy1.b{y1, y2, y3, y4}, x4}[µz1.c{z1, z2}/x4]
to which (*) reduces by applying the rewriting rule 〈µx.c | s〉 → c[s/x].
We shall denote with µExpC the set of all expressions of the µ-syntax induced by PC, and
we shall use µTermC and µCommC to denote the subsets of terms and commands of µExpC, re-
spectively. As in the case of the combinator syntax, the set of expressions (resp. terms and
commands) of type X will be denoted by µExpC(X) (resp. µTermC(X) and µCommC(X)).
2.2 µ-syntax as a rewriting system
Let  be the rewriting relation defined on µExpC as (the reflexive and transitive closure of) the
union of rewriting rules
〈s | t〉 〈t | s〉 and 〈µx.c | s〉 c[s/x]
obtained by orienting from left to right the equations (MU1) and (MU2), respectively, which is,
moreover, congruent with respect to (MU3), (MU4) and substitution1.
The non-confluence of the rewriting system (µExpC, ) shows up immediately: for the re-
ductions
c2[µx.c1/y]  〈µx.c1 |µy.c2〉 c1[µy.c2/x]
arising due to (MU1) (which makes the whole reduction system symmetric), we do not have a
way to exhibit a command c, such that c2[µx.c1/y]  c and c1[µy.c2/x]  c. Nevertheless, all
three commands above describe the same unrooted tree.
However, modulo the trivial commuting conversion, this rewriting system is terminating: the
number of µ-binders in an expression is strictly decreasing at each reduction step of the form
1Since the precautionary renaming which ensures that the substitution c[s/x] is done in the capture-free manner
is non-deterministinc, the rewriting relation  is formally defined on the equivalence classes of expressions of the
µ-syntax with respect to (MU3) and (MU4), just as the usual rewriting systems in λ-calculus are actually defined
on α-conversion classes.
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〈µx.c | s〉  c[s/x] (which makes it impossible to have an infinite sequence of reductions of this
kind). It is straightforward to prove that the set µExpnf
C
= µCommnf
C
∪ µTermnf
C
of normal forms
is generated by the following rules:
x ∈ µTermnf
C
a ∈ C(X) tx ∈ µTerm
nf
C
for all x ∈ X
a{tx |x ∈ X} ∈ µComm
nf
C
c ∈ µCommnf
C
µx.c ∈ µTermnf
C
In the next example, we examine the shape of normal forms in relation with unrooted trees.
Example 5. Let T be the unrooted tree from Example 4. Here is the list of commands in
normal form that describe T:
a{x1, x2, µy1.b{y1, y2, y3, y4}, µz1.c{z1, z2}},
b{µx3.a{x1, x2, x3, µz1.c{z1, z2}}, y2, y3, y4}, b{µx3.c{µx4.a{x1, x2, x3, x4}, z2}, y2, y3, y4},
c{µx4.a{µy1.b{y1, y2, y3, y4}, x2, x3, x4}, z2}, c{µx4.b{µx3.a{x1, x2, x3, x4}, y2, y3, y4}, z2}.
Each of the commands records the free variables and corollas of T: free variables are the variables
not bound with µ (x1, x2, y2, y3, y4 and z2), and the corollas correspond to the underlined
parameters (a, b and c). The variables involved in edges of T (x3, y1, x4 and z1) can also be
recovered from the list, as the variables bound with µ. For example, in the first command we
see that y1 and z1 are explicitly bound by µ, while for x3 and x4 we could say that they are
implicitly bound, given that they are replaced with a non-variable term.
In general, the set µCommnf
C
describes decompositions of unrooted trees of the following kind:
pick a corolla a of a tree, and then proceed recursively so in all the connected components of
the graph resulting from the removal of a . (We provide in §2.4.1 an algorithmic computation
of these connected components).
Amusingly, one can show that, if (MU1) gets oriented in the other way around, the normal
forms of the resulting rewriting system will be in one-to-one correspondence with the combinators
of Section 1, and thus describe decompositions of unrooted trees of the following kind: pick an
edge e of the tree, and then proceed recursively so in the two connected components of the graph
resulting from the removal of e.
These two extremes substantiate our informal explanation of the µ-syntax as a mix of partial
composition and simultaneous composition styles.
2.3 The interpretation of the µ-syntax in an arbitrary cyclic operad
We next consider the semantic aspect of the µ-syntax relative to unrooted trees that we intu-
itively brought up in §2.1 and §2.2, by defining an interpretation function of the µ-syntax into a
cyclic operad, as defined in Definition 2. We ascribe meaning to the µ-syntax by first translating
it to the combinator syntax from Section 1.
The translation function
[[ ]] : µExpC → cTermC
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is defined recursively as follows, wherein the assignment of a combinator to a term t ∈ µTermC
is indexed by a variable that is fresh relative to t:
• [[x]]y = idx,y,
• if, for each x ∈ X, [[tx]]x is a translation of the term tx, then
[[a{tx |x ∈ X}]] = a(ϕ),
where a(ϕ) denotes the combinator corresponding to the simultaneous composition deter-
mined by a ∈ C(X) and ϕ : x 7→ ([[tx]]x, x) (see (1.1)),
• [[µx.c]]y = [[c[y/x] ]], and
• [[〈s | t〉]] = [[s]]x x◦y [[t]]y .
In order to show that [[ ]] is well-defined, we introduce the following notational conventions.
For a command c : X (resp. term X | t) and a bijection σ : X ′ → X, we define
cσ := c[. . . , σ−1(x)/x, . . . ] (resp. tσ := t[. . . , σ−1(x)/x, . . . ])
as a simultaneous substitution (renaming) of the variables from the set X (guided by σ). One
of the basic properties of the introduced substitution is the equality (µa.c)σ = µa.cσa (for the
definition of σa, see the paragraph Notation and conventions in the Introduction).
The way cσ is defined indicates that its translation should be the combinator [[c]]σ : X ′.
The following lemma ensures that this is exactly the case. In its statement, [[ ]]X denotes the
restriction of [[ ]] on µExpC(X).
Lemma 9. For a bijection σ : X ′ → X, t ∈ µTermC(X) and c ∈ µCommC(X), the following two
equalities hold:
[[tσ]]y = [[t]]
σy
y and [[c
σ ]] = [[c]]σ .
To verify that the definition of [[ ]] is valid, we shall also need the following result.
Lemma 10 (Substitution lemma). Let X ∩ Y = ∅, t ∈ µTermC(Y ) and x ∈ X. Then, for
s ∈ µTermC(X) and c ∈ µCommC(X), the following two equalities hold:
[[s[t/x]]]u = [[s]]u x◦v [[t]]v and [[c[t/x]]] = [[c]] x◦v [[t]]v.
Proof. If t is a variable, say y, then, by (U1) and (EQ), we get
[[s[y/x]]]u = [[s
id
y/x
X ]]u = [[s]]u
id
y/x
X = [[s]]u x◦v idv,y = [[s]]u x◦v [[y]]v ,
and, analogously,
[[c[y/x]]] = [[cid
y/x
X ]] = [[c]]id
y/x
X = [[c]] x◦z idz,y = [[c]] x◦z [[y]]z .
If t = µy.c1, we proceed by induction on the structure of s, i.e. c.
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• If s = x, then, again by (U1) and (EQ), we get
[[x[µy.c1/x]]]u = [[µy.c1]]u = [[c1[u/y]]] = [[c
id
u/y
Y
1
]]
= [[c1]]
id
u/y
Y = [[c1]] y◦x idx,u = [[c1]] y◦x [[x]]u = [[c1[u/y]]] u◦x [[x]]u.
• Next, assume that c : X ∪ {z} satisfies the equality and let s = µz.c. Denote U =
X\{x} ∪ {z} ∪ Y . By by (U1) and (EQ), we have
[[µz.c[µy.c1/x]]]u = [[µz.(c[µy.c1/x])]]u = [[c[µy.c1/x][u/z]]] = [[c[µy.c1/x]
id
u/z
U ]]
= [[c[µy.c1/x]]]
id
u/z
U = ([[c]] x◦y [[c1]])id
u/z
U = [[c]]id
u/z
U x◦y [[c1]]
= [[c[u/z]]] x◦v [[c1[v/y]]] = [[µv.c]]u x◦v [[c1[v/y]]].
• Let X = X1 ∪X2 and suppose that c = 〈t1 | t2〉, where X1 | t1 and X2 | t2 satisfy the claim.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x ∈ X2. By (A1), we have
[[〈t1 | t2〉[µy.c1/x]]] = [[〈t1 | t2[µy.c1/x]〉]] = [[t1]]u u◦v [[t2[µy.c1/x]]]v
= [[t1]]u u◦v ([[t2]]v x◦w [[µy.c1]]w) = ([[t1]]u u◦u [[t2]]u) x◦w [[µy.c1]]w
= [[〈t1 | t2〉]] x◦v [[µy.c1]]v.
• Finally, let X =
⋃
z∈Z Yz and suppose that c = a{tz | z ∈ Z}, where for all z ∈ Z, Yz | tz
satisfy the claim. Suppose, moreover, that for u ∈ Z, x ∈ Yu. Then, on one hand, we have
[[a{tz | z ∈ Z}[µy.c1/x]]] = [[a{{tz | z ∈ Z\{u}} ∪ {tu[µy.c1/x]}}]] = a(ϕ),
where ϕ : z 7→ ([[tz ]]z, z), for all z ∈ Z\{u}, and ϕ : u 7→ ([[tu[µy.c1/x]]]u, u). On the other
hand,
[[a{tz | z ∈ Z}]] x◦v [[µy.c1]]v = a(ψ1) x◦v [[µy.c1]]v,
where ψ1 : z 7→ ([[tz ]]z, z), for all z ∈ Z. By Lemma 2,
a(ψ1) x◦v [[µy.c1]]v = a(ψ2),
where ψ2 = ψ1 on Z\{a}, and ψ2 : u 7→ ([[tu]]u x◦v [[µy.c1]]v , u). Hence, we need to prove
that
[[tu[µy.c1/x]]]u = [[tu]]u x◦v [[µy.c1]]v,
but this equality is exactly the induction hypothesis for the term tu.

Let =µ (resp. =) be the smallest equivalence relation on µExpC (resp. cTermC) generated by
the equations of µ-syntax (resp. by the equations of Definition 1).
Theorem 2. The translation function [[ ]] : µExpC → cTermC is well-defined, i.e., it induces a
map from µExpC/=µ to cTermC/=. Moreover, the induced map is a bijection.
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Proof. The equation (MU1) is valid in the world of combinators, as it gets translated to (CO). As
for (MU2), for a command c : X, by Lemma 10, we get:
[[〈µx.c | t〉]] = [[µx.c]]u u◦v [[t]]v = [[c[u/x]]] u◦v [[t]]v = [[c]]
id
u/x
X u◦v [[t]]v = [[c]] x◦v [[t]]v = [[c[t/x]]].
For (MU3) and (MU4), we have
[[µx.c]]u = [[c[u/x]]] = [[c[y/x][u/y]]] = [[µy.c[y/x]]]u
and
[[aσ{tσ(y) | y ∈ Y }]] = a
σ(ϕ′) = aσ(ϕ ◦ σ) = a(ϕ) = [[a{tx |x ∈ X}]],
where ϕ′ : y 7→ ([[tσ(y)]]σ(y), σ(y)) and ϕ : σ(y) 7→ ([[tσ(y)]]σ(y), σ(y)), respectively. The inverse
translation is obtained via correspondence (−)x◦y(−) 7→ 〈µx. |µy. 〉. 
We define the interpretation of the µ-syntax in an arbitrary cyclic operad C, as the compo-
sition
[ [[ ]] ]C : µExpC → C,
where the interpretation [ ]C : cTermC → C arises as explained after Definition 2.
2.4 µ-syntax does the job!
The theorem below puts the µ-syntax in line with already established frameworks for defining
a cyclic operad.
Theorem 3. The quotient set of the commands of the µ-syntax relative to the relation =µ, is in
one-to-one correspondence with the one of unrooted trees relative to the α-conversion. In other
words, for every finite set X, there exists a bijection
ΦX : µCommC(X)/=µ → TC(X).
The proof of Theorem 3 goes through a new equality =′ on µCommnf
C
(X), as well as suitably
tailored decompositions of unrooted trees, necessary for establishing the injectivity of ΦX . We
first describe these decompositions and the equality =′ and then prove the theorem.
2.4.1 “Pruning” of unrooted trees
We describe an algorithm that takes an ordinary unrooted tree T, a corolla a ∈ Cor(T) and a
variable v ∈ FV (a)\FV (T), and returns a proper subtree Tv of T, the subtree “plucked” from
a at the junction of v and σ(v), where σ is the involution of T. In the sequel, for an arbitrary
corolla b ∈ Cor (T) and w ∈ FV (b)\FV (T), Sw(b) will denote the corolla adjacent to b along the
edge (w, σ(w)), if such a corolla exists.
We first specify how to generate the set Cor(Tv)
+ of pairs of a corolla of Tv and one of its
free variables, by the following formal rules:
(Sv(a), σ(v)) ∈ Cor (Tv)
+
(b, u) ∈ Cor(Tv)
+ w ∈ FV (b)\(FV (T) ∪ {u})
(Sw(b), σ(x)) ∈ Cor(Tv)
+
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This formal system has the following properties.
Remark 5. Each element (Sw(b), σ(w)) ∈ Cor(Tv)
+ is such that Sw(b) is adjacent to b in T.
For each (b, u) ∈ Cor(Tv)
+, we have b 6= a.
We obtain the set of corollas of Tv by erasing from the elements of Cor (Tv)
+ the data about
the distinguished free variables, i.e. we define
Cor (Tv) = {b | (b, u) ∈ Cor (Tv)
+ for some u ∈ FV (b)}.
The involution σTv of Tv is defined as
σTv(z) =
{
σ(z) if z ∈
(⋃
b∈Cor(Tv)
FV (b)
)
\σ(v)
z if z = σ(v) .
We shall denote the algorithm with P, and the result P(T, a, v) of instatiating P on a tree T,
a corolla a ∈ Cor (T), and a variable v ∈ FV (a)\FV (T) will often be denoted as Tv, as we have
just done above. The following claim guarantees that P is correct.
Lemma 11. For un unrooted tree T, a ∈ Cor (T) and v ∈ FV (a)\FV (T), Tv is a proper subtree
of T.
Proof. By the construction, we have that Cor (Tv) ⊆ Cor(T) and that Tv is connected. By
Remark 5, it follows that Cor(Tv) is a proper subset of Cor (T). Finally, since σTv = σ on
V (Tv)\FV (Tv), we can conclude that Tv is indeed a subtree of T. 
Corollary 1. For an unrooted tree T and a ∈ Cor (T ), the set of unrooted trees P(T , a), defined
by
P(T , a) = {{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }} ∪ {Tv | v ∈ Y \FV (T )},
where Y = {y1, . . . , yn}, is a decomposition of T .
Proof. The proof goes by induction on the cardinality of Y \FV (T ). 
Lemma 12. L Let T be an unrooted tree and let a ∈ Cor (T ). Suppose that FV (T ) = X and
FV (a) = Y , where Y = {y1, . . . , yn}. Let I = {i1, . . . ik} = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | yi ∈ FV (a)\X}.
Then, if P(T , a) = {{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }} ∪ {Tyi | i ∈ I}, we have that
[T ]α = (([{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }]α yi1•σ(yi1 ) [Tyi1 ]α) · · · ) yik•σ(yik ) [Tyik ]α .
Proof. By induction on the size of T. The claim holds trivially if a is the only corolla of T.
Suppose that T has k corollas, k ≥ 2, and that the claim holds for all proper subtrees of T
that contain the corolla a. Since there exists at least one corolla other than a in T, there exists
1 ≤ j ≤ n such that yj ∈ FV (a)\X. Let T
′ be the unrooted tree whose set of corollas is
Cor (T′) = {a(y1, . . . , yn)} ∪ {Cor (Tyi) | i ∈ I\{j}}
and whose involution σ′ is defined as
σ′(y) =
{
σ(y) if y ∈ FV (a)\{yj} ∪
⋃
b∈Cor(T′)\{a} FV (b)
y if y = xj .
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Clearly, T′ is a proper subtree of T, and, by the induction hypothesis, we have
[T ′]α = (([{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }]α yi1•σ(yi1 ) [Tyi1 ]α) · · · ) yik •σ(yik ) [Tyik ]α,
where i1, . . . , ik ∈ I\{j}. The claim holds since [T]α = [T
′]α yj•σ(yj ) [Tyj ]α. 
Lemma 13. If an unrooted tree T has at least two corollas, then there exists c ∈ Cor(T), such
that FV (c)\FV (T) is a singleton.
Proof. Suppose that FV (T) = X and let σ be the involution of T. We proceed by induction on
the number n of corollas of T. For the base case, suppose that Cor (T) = {a, b}. Then there
exist x ∈ FV (a) and y ∈ FV (b) such that σ(x) = y, while all other variables of T are fixpoints
of σ. Hence, FV (a)\FV (T) = {x} and FV (b)\FV (T) = {y}, i.e. a and b both satisfy the claim.
Assume now that T has n corollas, where n > 2. Let a ∈ Cor (T), FV (a) = Y , be such that
there exists v ∈ Y \X. If v is the unique such variable we are done. If not, let {C; idY }∪{Tu |u ∈
Y \X} be the decomposition of T obtained by applying P on a. Then, if Cor (Tv) = {Sv(a)}, by
the definition of P, we know that FV (Sv(a))\X = {σ(v)}. Therefore, since Cor(Tv) ⊆ Cor (T),
Sv(a) is a corolla that satisfies the claim. On the other hand, if Tv contains more than one
corolla, by the induction hypothesis on Tv, we get b ∈ Cor(Tv) such that FV (b)\FV (Tv) = {w}.
Since FV (b)\X ⊆ FV (b)\FV (Tv), we know that either FV (b)\X = {w}, or FV (b)\X = ∅.
The latter is impossible because b would be the only corolla of T. 
Let T and c be as in the previous lemma, and let FV (c)\FV (T) = {v}. We shall denote
with T/c the unrooted tree such that Cor(T/c) = Cor (T)\{c} and whose involution σ/c agrees
with the involution σ of T everywhere, except on σ(v), which is a fixpoint of σ/c. Lemma 13
guarantees that T/c is well-defined.
We now establish a non-inductive characterisation of the output of the algorithm P.
Lemma 14. Let T be an unrooted tree with involution σ and let a ∈ Cor(T) and v ∈
FV (a)\FV (T). The following properties are equivalent for a subtree T′ of T:
1. T′ = P(T, a, v),
2. σ(v) ∈ FV (T′) and FV (T′)\{σ(v)} ⊆ FV (T).
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is clear.
We prove that (2) implies (1) by induction on the number n of corollas of T′. If n = 1,
then, since σ(v) ∈ FV (T′), Sv(a) is the only corolla of T
′ and the conclusion follows since, by
the assumption, FV (T′)\{σ(v)} = FV (Sv(a))\{σ(v)} ⊆ X, i.e. FV (Sv(a))\{X ∪ {σ(v)}} = ∅.
Suppose that n ≥ 2, and let, by Lemma 13, c ∈ Cor (T′) be such that FV (c)\FV (T′) = {u}.
If c = Sv(a), then it follows easily that T
′ = Tv. If not, by applying the induction hypothesis
on T′/c, we get that T
′
/c = P(T/c, a, v). Observe that (Su(c), w) ∈ Cor(T
′
/c)
+, for some w ∈
FV (Su(c)) different from σ(u). By instantiating P on (Su(c), w) and σ(u), we get the pair
(c, u), and the claim follows since FV (c)\(FV (T)∪{u}) = ∅ (i.e. the algorithm stops) and since
T
′
/c and the single-corolla unrooted tree determined by c make a decomposition of T
′. 
For the following two lemmas, recall the definition of the simultaneous composition (1.1) for
entries-only cyclic operads. We shall instantiate it on the cyclic operad of classes of unrooted
trees, described in §1.2.3.
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Lemma 15. Let a ∈ C(X), where X = {x1, . . . , xn}, and let, for all xi ∈ X, γ : xi 7→
([Txi ]α, xi) be an assignment for which the simultaneous composition [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ)
is well-defined. Then the following properties hold.
a) The α-equivalence class [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ) admits a representative T, such that
a ∈ Cor(T).
b) If T is a representative of [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ), such that a ∈ Cor(T), and if σ is
the involution of T, then each class [Txi ]α admits the unrooted tree P(T, a, xi)
ρi , where ρi
renames σ(xi) to xi, as a representative.
Proof. Observe that there are two stages of renaming involved in forming the simultaneous
composition [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ). By (1.1), we first rename the free variables of the corolla
a, obtaining in this way the composition
(· · · ([{aσ(x′1, . . . , x
′
n); idX′}]α x′1•x1 [Tx1 ]α) · · · ) x′n•xn [Txn ]α,
where X ′ = {x′1, . . . , x
′
n} and σ : X
′ → X is derfined by σ(x′i) = xi, which is then “calculated”
by the definition of x•y from §1.2.3. This calculation involves the renaming of variables of all the
trees from the above composition, in such a way that the resulting trees have mutually disjoint
sets of variables, i.e. it goes though the simultaneous composition
(· · · ([{aσ◦τ (y1, . . . , yn); idY }]α y′1• y1 [T
τ1∪idFV (Txi )\{xi}
x1 ]α) · · · ) y′n• yn [T
τn∪idFV (Txn )\{xn}
xn ]α,
where Y = {y1, . . . , yn}, τ : Y → X
′ is defined by τ(yi) = x
′
i and each τi : Vi → (V (Txi)\FV (Txi))
∪ {xi} is such that τi(yi) = xi. The resulting class now has as a representative the tree T
′, such
that
Cor (T′) = {aσ◦τ (y1, . . . , yn)} ∪
⋃
1≤i≤n
Cor (Tτixi)
and whose involution σ′ is defined in the obvious way.
The first claim holds, since, thanks to the equivariance axiom (EQ) for x•y, we can turn T
′
into an unrooted tree T that has a as a corolla, by “undoing” the renaming σ ◦ τ . Clearly, if
some variable xi appears in T
′, but did not originally come from the corolla a, this variable has
to be renamed too, in order to ensure that all the variables of T are distinct. Therefore,
Cor (T ) = {a(x1, . . . , xn)} ∪
⋃
1≤i≤n
Cor((Tτixi)
κi∪idFV (Txi )\{xi}),
where κi : Ui ∪{zi} → Vi ∪{yi} is such that κi(zi) = yi and the distinctness requirement for the
variables of T is satisfied. The involution σ of T is defined from σ′ in the obvious way.
For the second claim, fix an i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Observe that we have that
(Tτixi)
νi
xi =α Txi ,
where νi renames yi to xi. Also, we have that
T
τi
xi =α ((T
τi
xi)
κi∪idFV (Txi )\{xi})pii ,
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where pii renames zi to yi. Therefore,
(((Tτixi)
κi∪idFV (Txi )\{xi})pii)νi =α Txi ,
i.e. each class [Txi ]α admits as a representative ((T
τi
xi)
κi∪idFV (Txi )\{xi})ρi , where ρi renames zi =
σ(xi) to xi. Observe that (T
τi
xi)
κi∪idFV (Txi )\{xi} is a subtree of T . That we indeed have that
(Tτixi)
κi∪idFV (Txi )\{xi} = P(T, a, xi)
is clear by considering the non-inductive criterion from Lemma 14. 
Lemma 16. Let a ∈ C(X), where X = {x1, . . . , xn}, and let, for all xi ∈ X, γ : xi 7→ ([Txi ]α, xi)
and τ : xi 7→ ([T
′
xi ]α, x˜i) be assignments for which the simultaneous compositions
[{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ) and [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(τ)
are well-defined. Then, if [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ) = [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(τ), we have that
[Txi ]
κ
α = [T
′
xi ]α for all xi ∈ X, where κ renames xi to x˜i.
Proof. By Lemma 15(a), for
[{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(γ) = [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(τ) = [T ]α,
we can assume that the representative T is such that it has a ∈ Cor (T). Let σ be the involution
of T. By applying twice Lemma 15(b), we get that
[Txi ]
κ
α = [P(T, a, xi)
ρi ]κα = [T
′
xi ]α,
where ρi renames σ(xi) to xi, which proves the claim. 
2.4.2 The equivalence relation =′ on µCommnf
C
Let a ∈ C(X) and let σ : x 7→ tx be an association of terms to variables from X, such that the
command a{σ} is well-typed. The equivalence relation =′ is the smallest equivalence relation
generated by equalities
a{σ} =′ c[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/y]
where σ(x) = µy.c and σ[x/x] denotes the same association as σ, except for x, to which it
associates x itself. We, moreover, assume that =′ is congruent with respect to (MU3), (MU4) and
substitution.
Remark 6. Observe that, if a{σ} =′ c[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/y], and if a{σ} is a normal form, then
this is also true for the command c[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/y]. Therefore, =′ is well-defined on µCommnf
C
.
The intuition behind these equalities is again about equating commands that reflect two
ways to build the same unrooted tree.
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Example 6. Consider the unrooted tree T = {a(x1, x2, x3, x4), b(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5);σ}, where
σ = (x1 y2), represented pictorially as
a
bx2
x4
x3
y1 y3
y4
y5
x1
y2
The commands equated by =′ reflect the two possible ways to build T by means of simultaneous
grafting: we could pick either the corolla a and graft to it the surrounding trees, or we can do
the same by choosing first the corolla b. In the language of the µ-syntax, the two constructions
are described by the left hand side and the right hand side of the equality
a{µy2.b{y1, y2, y3, y4, y5}, a, b, c} =
′ b{y1, µx1.a{x1, x2, x3, x4}, y3, y4, y5},
respectively. Observe that, from the tree-wise perspective, =′ enables us to “move between two
adjacent corollas”, i.e. it enables us to “move along a path in a tree”. As we shall see, this
feature will be crucial for in the proof of injectivity of Theorem 3. 
The proof of the following lemma shows that =′ is a “macro” derivable from =µ.
Lemma 17. For any c1, c2 ∈ µComm
nf
C
, if c1 =
′ c2, then c1 =µ c2.
Proof. If a{σ} =′ c[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/y], then σ(x) = µy.c, which justifies the following sequence of
equalities:
a{σ} =µ 〈µx.a{σ[x/x]} |µy.c〉 =µ 〈µy.c |µx.a{σ[x/x]}〉 =µ c[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/y].

The equality =′ (denoted differently) appears in the work [L07] of Lamarche, where it is called
Adjunction and used in the context of the so-called reversible terms. Although the Adjunction
rule materialises the same intuition about unrooted trees, there, unlike in our work, it is not
derived from a more primitive notion of equality.
2.4.3 The proof of Theorem 3
The correspondence ΦX : µCommC(X)/=µ → TC(X) is canonically induced from the correspon-
dence
Φ : µExp
C
→ TC,
defined as the composition of the translation function [[ ]] : µExpC → cTermC (see §2.3) with the
interpretation function [ ]TC : cTermC → TC (that arises by considering the free cyclic operad
defined in §1.2.3 through Definition 2). We show explicitly the definition of Φ below, wherein
the assignment of an α-equivalence class of unrooted trees to a term t ∈ µTermC will be indexed
by a fresh variable y involved in the corresponding interpretation [[t]]y:
• Φy(x) = [{(x, y); id {x,y}}]α,
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• if, for each xi ∈ {x1, . . . , xn}, Φ xi(txi) = [Txi ]α, then
Φ(a{tx1 , . . . , txn}) = [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(ϕ),
where ϕ : xi 7→ ([Txi ]α, xi) (see (1.1)),
• Φy(µx.c) = (Φ(c))
κ, where κ renames x to y, and
• if Φx(s) = [Ts]α and Φy(t) = [Tt]α, then Φ(〈s | t〉) = [Ts]α x•y [Tt]α.
By Theorem 2, Φ is well-defined. We prove that it is both injective and surjective.
Surjectivity. Suppose given an α-equivalence class [T]α ∈ TC(X). If T = {(x, y); id {x,y}},
then it is easily seen that Φ(〈x | y〉) = [{(x, y); id {x,y}}]α.
Suppose now that T is an ordinary unrooted tree. We proceed by induction on the number
k of corollas of T. Let a ∈ Cor(T) be such that FV (a) = Y , where Y = {y1, . . . , yn}.
If a is the only corolla of T, then Φ(a{y1, . . . , yn}) = [{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }]α.
Suppose that a is not the only corolla of T, i.e. that k ≥ 2, and let σ be the involution of T.
Let I = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | yi ∈ FV (a)\X} and J = {1, . . . , n}\I. By the induction hypothesis for
each P(T, a, yi) = Txi (recall from §2.4.1 that P is the “pruning” algorithm), for i ∈ I, we get a
set
{ci ∈ µCommC | i ∈ I and Φ(ci) = [Tyi ]α}.
We now set for all i ∈ I, tyi = µσ(yi).ci, and for all j ∈ J , tyj = yj, and we claim that
Φ(a{ty | y ∈ Y }) = [T]α. We have Φ(a{tyk | k ∈ {1, . . . , n}}) = a(ϕ), where
ϕ : yk 7→
{
([Tyi ]
κi
α , zi) if k = i for some i ∈ I
([{(yj , yj); id{yj ,yj}}]α, xj) if k = j for some j ∈ J
with [Tyi ]
κi
α = Φzi(µσ(yi).ci) being the class associated to the term µσ(yi).ci with respect to the
interpretation under the fresh variable zi. Therefore, if I = {i1, . . . , imI } and J = {j1, . . . , jmJ },
by the axiom (U1), Φ(a{tyk | k ∈ {1, . . . , n}}) is equal to
(· · · ([{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }]
κj1κj2 ···κjmJ
α yi1
•zi1 [Tyi1 ]
κi1
α ) · · · ) yimI
•zimI
[TyimI
]
κimI
α
where each κjm , 1 ≤ m ≤ mJ is the renaming of yjk to yjk , i.e. the identity on Y , and each κim ,
1 ≤ m ≤ mI , is the renaming of zik to σ(xik). Finally, by (EQ), we have
Φ(a{tyk | k ∈ {1, . . . , n}}) = (([{a(y1, . . . , yn); idY }]α yi1•σ(yi1 ) [Tyi1 ]α) · · · ) yimI
•σ(yimI )
[TyimI
]α,
and, consequently, by Lemma 12, that Φ(a{tyk | k ∈ {1, . . . , n}}) = [T]α.
Injectivity. Notice that, in order to establish the injectivity of Φ, it suffices to prove it for
commands c1, c2 ∈ µComm
nf
C
. By Lemma 17, the injectivity for normal forms follows if we show
that, if Φ(c1) = Φ(c2), then c1 =
′ c2.
If c1 and c2 have the same head symbol, we proceed by induction on the structure of c1 and
c2. Suppose that c1 = a{sx|x ∈ X} = a{σ} and c2 = a{tx|x ∈ X} = a{σ
′}. The assumption
Φ(c1) = Φ(c2) means that
[{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(ϕ) = [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α(ψ),
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where ϕ : x 7→ (Φx˜(sx), x˜) and ψ : x 7→ (Φx(tx), x), and consequently, by Lemma 16, that for all
x ∈ X, Φx˜(sx)
κ = Φx(tx), where κ renames x˜ to x. The claim holds by the reflexivity of =
′ if
all sx and tx are variables: if sx = u and tx = v, then
[{(u, x); id{u,x}}]α = (Φx˜(u))
κ = Φx(v) = [{(v, x); id{v,x}}]α,
and, therefore, it must be the case that u = v.
Suppose, therefore, that sx = µu.cx and tx = µv.c
′
x. We then have
[[cτ1x ]] = [[cx]]
τ1 = [[sx]]
κ
x˜ = [[tx]]x = [[c
′
x]]
τ2 = [[c′τ2x ]],
and, consequently, that Φ(cτ1x ) = Φ(c
′τ2
x ), where τ1 renames u to x and τ2 renames v to x. By
the induction hypothesis we now have cτ1x =
′ c′τ2x and, consequently, we get that
a{σ} =′ cx[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/u] = c
τ1
x [µx.a{σ[x/x]}/x]
=′ c′τ2x [µx.a{σ[x/x]}/x] = c
′
x[µx.a{σ[x/x]}/v] =
′ a{σ′}.
Suppose now that c1 and c2 do not have the same head symbol, i.e. that c1 = a{sx|x ∈
X} = a{σ1} and c2 = b{ty|y ∈ Y } = b{σ2}, and let Φ(c1) = [Tc1 ]α and Φ(c2) = [Tc2 ]α. Let
T be a representative of [Tc1 ]α = [Tc2 ]α. Observe that two groups of renamings feature in the
transitions from c1 and c2 to T: the first one contains the renamings specified by the definitions
of the simultaneous compositions Φ(c1) and Φ(c2), and the second one contains the renamings
given by the α-equivalence of Tc1 and T, and Tc2 and T. However, by (MU4), all the renamings
of parameters and variables of c1 and c2 made in defining T, can be also performed on c1 and
c2 themselves, leading to commands c
′
1 =µ c1 and c
′
2 =µ c2, such that Φ(c
′
1) = Φ(c
′
2) = [T ]α
and such that T shares the same sets of parameters and variables with both c′1 and c
′
2. Hence,
we can assume that T already shares the same sets of parameters and variables with c1 and c2.
This, in particular, means that a, b ∈ Cor (T).
Let x ∈ X be such that b ∈ Cor (P(T, a, x)). By the construction of T, the parameter b
appears in σ1(x) = µu.c. We define the distance between a and b in c1 as the natural number
dc1(a, b) determined as follows.
• If b is the head symbol of c, then dc1(a, b) = 1.
• If h is the head symbol of c, h 6= b, then dc1(a, b) = dc(h, b) + 1.
We prove that c1 =
′ c2 by induction on dc1(a, b). If dc1(a, b) = 1, then, for some y ∈ FV (b), we
have that σ1(x) = µy.b{σ2[y/y]}. Therefore,
a{σ1} =
′ b{σ2[y/y]}[µx.a{σ1[x/x]}/y]
= b{σ2[µx.a{σ1[x/x]}/y]}
=′ b{σ2}.
If dc1(a, b) ≥ 2, then, since dc1(a, h) = 1 (where h is as above), we have that c1 =
′
c[µx.a{σ1[x/x]}/u]. On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis for dc(h, b) < n, we have
that c2 =
′ c[µx.a{σ1[x/x]}/u], and the conclusion follows by the transitivity of =
′. The iterative
application of the equality =′, implicit in the induction argument, which reduces the distance
between a and b, can be illustrated as follows
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ab
h
c
···
a
=′
b
h
c
···
a
=′
b
h
c
···
a
=′
b
h
c
···
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Note that we have in fact two bijections: µCommC(X)/=µ ≃ µComm
nf
C
(X)/=′ ≃ TC(X), the
first one being induced via normal forms of  : we have that nf (c1) =
′ nf (c2) implies c1 =µ c2,
and conversely, if c1 =µ c2, then Φ(nf (c1) = Φ(nf (c2)) implies nf (c1) =
′ nf (c2).
3 The equivalence established
We finally show how the µ-syntax, together with the syntactic formalism of unrooted trees suited
to it, allows us to prove Theorem 1 in a genuinely constructive, and, thereby, algorithmic way.
In both directions, the proof we give elaborates calculations to be made at each step of the
transition, relying on the constructions made in the proof of Theorem 3. Let C : Bijop → Set
be a functor.
Suppose that (C, δ) is an M-algebra. We build a cyclic operad, as described by Definition 2,
as follows.
We distinguish the identities, by setting idx,y = δ{x,y}([{(x, y); id {x,y}}]α). The definition
of the partial composition operation x◦y is derived by considering restrictions of δ to unrooted
trees with two corollas:
a
bx1x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
y4
y3
y1
y2
x
y
α
7−→ a x◦y b
Formally, for a ∈ C(X) and b ∈ C(Y ) different then units, the partial composition operation
x◦y : C(X) × C(Y )→ C(X\{x} ∪ Y \{y})
is characterised via δX\{x}∪Y \{y} : M(C)(X\{x} ∪ Y \{y})→ C(X\{x} ∪ Y \{y}) as
a x◦y b = δX\{x}∪Y \{y}([{a(x, . . . ); idX}]α x•y [{b(y, . . . ); idY }]α),
where x•y is the operation on (classes of) unrooted trees defined in §1.2.3. If, say, b = idy,z, we
set
a x◦y id{y,z} = δX\{x}∪{z}([{a(x, . . . ); idX}]α x•y [{(y, z); id {y,z}}]α).
As a structure morphism of M-algebra (C, δ), δ satisfies the coherence conditions given by
commutations of the following two diagrams:
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MM(C) M(C)
M(C) C
Mδ
µC δ
δ
C M(C)
C
ηC
idC δ
called the multiplication and the unit law for δ, which allows us to verify the axioms from
Definition 1 as follows.
For the proof of (A1), let a and b be as above, let c ∈ C(Z), z ∈ Z and u ∈ Y . Suppose that
a, b and c are all different from identity and that X, Y and Z are mutually disjoint (only to
avoid the renaming technicalities). We will chase the multiplication diagram above two times,
starting with two-level unrooted trees
T1 = {[{a(x, . . . ), b(y, u, . . . );σ
′
1}]α, [{c(z, . . . ); idZ}]α;σ1}
and
T2 = {[{a(x, . . . ); idX}]α, [{b(y, u, . . . ), c(z, . . . );σ
′
2}]α;σ2},
where σ′1 = (x y), σ1 = (u z), σ
′
2 = (u z) and σ2 = (x y). If we start with T1, then, by
chasing the diagram to the right-down, the action of Mδ corresponds to the action of δ on
[{a(x, . . . ), b(y, u, . . . );σ′1}]α and [{c(z, . . . ); idZ}]α separately. Followed by the action of δ again,
we get the following sequence
T1
Mδ
7−→ {(a x◦y b)(u, . . . ), c(z, . . . );σ}
δ
7−→ (a x◦y b) u◦z c.
In the other direction, the action of the monad multiplication flattens T1, the resulting tree
already being in normal form. Followed by the action of δ, we obtain the sequence:
T1
µC
7−→ {a(x, . . . ), b(y, u, . . . ), c(z, . . . );σ}
δ
7−→ δ({a(x, . . . ), b(y, u, . . . ), c(z, . . . );σ}).
Hence,
(a x◦y b) u◦z c = δ({a(x, . . . ), b(y, u, . . . ), c(z, . . . );σ}).
The diagram chasing with respect to T2 gives us that
a x◦y (b u◦z c) = δ({a(x, . . . ), b(y, u, . . . ), c(z, . . . );σ}).
Therefore, (a x◦y b) u◦z c = a x◦y (b u◦z c).
The axiom (CO) follows directly by the commutativity of x•y.
The axiom (EQ) holds by the equivariance of x•y and the naturality of η and δ. For σ1, σ2
and σ as in (EQ), and denoting Z = X ′\{σ−11 (x)} ∪ Y
′\{σ−12 (y)}, we have
aσ1 σ−11 (x)
◦σ−12 (y)
bσ2 = δZ(ηCX′(a
σ1) σ−11 (x)
•σ−12 (y)
ηCY ′(b
σ2))
= δZ(ηX(a)
σ1
σ−11 (x)
•σ−12 (y)
ηY (b)
σ2)
= δZ((ηX(a) x•y ηY (b))
σ)
= δZ(ηX(a) x•y ηY (b))
σ
= (a x◦y b)
σ.
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The unit axioms (U1) and (U3) are verified by the corresponding axioms for x•y, the com-
muting triangle and the naturality of σ and η: for the bijection κ that renames x to z, and
denoting X ′ = X\{x} ∪ {z}, we have
a x◦y idy,z = δX′([{a(x, . . . ); idX}]α x•y [{(y, z); id {y,z}}]α)
= δX′(ηCX(a)
κ)
= δX′(ηCX′(a
κ))
= aκ,
and, for σ : {u, v} → {x, y}, we have
idσx,y = δ{x,y}([{(x, y); id {x,y}}]α)
σ
= δ{u,v}([{(x, y); id {x,y}}]
σ
α)
= δ{u,v}([{(u, v); id {u,v}}]α)
= idu,v.
In the other direction, we define δ : M(C) → C as the map induced by the interpretation
of the µ-syntax in the cyclic operad C, i.e. by the composition of [[ ]] : µExpC → cTermC and
[ ]C : cTermC → C. Therefore, with Φ being defined as in the proof of Theorem 3, we set
δ(T) = [ [[c]] ]C, where c is any command of µExpC such that Φ(c) = [T]α.
Note that this definition is valid by Theorem 3. We verify that δ satisfies the equations of an
M-algebra on simple examples. The general case follows naturally. Let
T = {[{a(x1, . . . , xn), b(y1, . . . , ym);σ1}]α, [{d(z1, . . . , zp); idZ}]α;σ}
be a two-level unrooted tree such that σ1(xi) = yj, and σ(yk) = zl, and suppose, say, that
Φ(a{t1, . . . , tn}) = [{a(x1, . . . , xn), b(y1, . . . , ym);σ1}]α
and
Φ(d{s1, . . . , sp}) = [{d(z1, . . . , zp); idZ}]α.
By chasing the multiplication diagram to the right-down, the action of Mδ provides the
interpretations of the commands that correspond to each of the corollas of T . Thus, setting
[[a{t1, . . . , tn}]] = a(ϕ) and [[d{s1, . . . , sp}]] = d(τ), we get that
Mδ([T ]α) = {[a(ϕ)]C(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yj−1, yj+1, . . . , ym), [d(τ)]C(z1, . . . , zp);σ}.
If now
Φ([a(ϕ)]C{k1, . . . , kn+m−2}) = Mδ([T ]α),
then, by setting [[[a(ϕ)]C{k1, . . . , kn+m−2}]] = [a(ϕ)]C(ψ), we get
δ(Mδ([T ]α)) = [a(ϕ)(ψ)]C.
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By chasing the multiplicaiton diagram to the down-left, we first get
µC([T ]α) = {a(x1, . . . , xn), b(y1, . . . , ym), d(z1, . . . , zp);σ}
We shall construct a command c, such that Φ(c) = µC(T ), in the way guided by the choices
we made in chasing the diagram to the right-down. More precisely, in that direction, a was the
corolla of {a(x1, . . . , xn), b(y1, . . . , ym);σ1} chosen in constructing the corresponding command,
and d was the one for {d(z1, . . . , zp); idZ}, and then, in the next step, [a(ϕ)]C was the chosen
corolla of Mδ([T ]α). Therefore, we set c = a{σ}, where
σ(xi) = µyj.b{y1, . . . , yk−1, µzl.d{z1, . . . , zp}, yk+1, . . . , ym}.
Thus, setting [[a{σ}]] = a(ξ), we get
δ(µC(T )) = [a(ξ)]C
as a result of chasing the diagram to the down-left. The equality a(ϕ)(ψ) = a(ξ) follows by
Lemma 2.(b).
As for the unit diagram, if a ∈ C(X), where X = {x1, . . . , xn}, then ηCX(a) =
{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}, and, since [{a(x1, . . . , xn); idX}]α = Φ(a{x1, . . . , xn}), we have that
δX(ηCX(f)) = [ [[a{x1, . . . , xn}]] ]C = a.
This completes the proof.
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